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a b s t r a c t

In order to enhance the healing potential of an injured tendon, we have prepared a novel biomimetic
aligned collagen–nanoparticle (NP) composite fiber using an electrochemical process. The aligned colla-
gen–NP composite fiber is designed to affect the cellular activity of adipose-derived stem cells (ADSCs)
through two different ways: (i) topographic cues from the alignment of collagen fibril and (ii) controlled
release of platelet-derived growth factors (PDGFs) from the NPs. PDGF released from collagen–NP fibers
significantly enhanced the proliferation of ADSCs when tested for up to 7 days. Moreover, compared to
random collagen fibers with PDGFs, aligned collagen–NP fibers significantly promoted the desirable teno-
genic differentiation of ADSCs, as evidenced by an increased level of tendon markers such as tenomodulin
and scleraxis. On the other hand, no undesirable osteogenic differentiation, as measured by the
unchanged level of alkaline phosphatase and osteocalcin, was observed. Together, these results indicate
that the aligned collagen–NP composite fiber induced the tenogenic differentiation of ADSCs through
both a topographic cue (aligned collagen fibril) and a chemical cue (PDGF released from NPs). Thus,
our novel aligned collagen–NP composite fiber has a significant potential to be used for tendon tissue
engineering and regeneration.

� 2013 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Tendon/ligament injuries are among the most common ortho-
pedic injuries to soldiers due to repeated exercise, heavy-duty
work and battlefield injuries [1,2]. Tendon/ligament injuries are
also common among civilians due to aging, sports and other
rigorous activities, with �800,000 patients needing surgical
treatment in the USA each year [3–5]. Injured tendons/ligaments
are difficult to heal due to their low cellularity and lack of blood
supply. With current treatment options being limited, developing
a new tendon/ligament repair and regeneration technology to treat
such injuries will have substantial military and public benefit. The
demand for a clinically efficient synthetic tendon healing material
is substantial.

Many novel biomaterial scaffolds, such as collagen [3,6–9], silk
[10–14] and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) [15–18] fibers,
have been investigated for tendon/ligament tissue engineering.

Alignment of nanofibrils in these synthetic scaffolds not only im-
proves the biomechanical properties but also improves cell behav-
ior. For example, our previous work and other work has shown that
pure aligned collagen fibers prepared by an electrochemical pro-
cess have improved mechanical properties and result in improved
mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) behavior compared with random
collagen fibers [19,20].

However, since tendons/ligaments inherently have low cellular-
ity and vascularity, the performance of biomaterial scaffolds needs
to be further enhanced with either growth factors and/or cells. In
the current study, we chose a platelet-derived growth factor
(PDGF) as a growth factor for loading into aligned collagen fiber
since it acts as a chemotactic agent for both connective tissue cells
and stem cells. PDGF is a highly promising candidate for the
promotion of tendon healing [21–23]. However, the dosage and re-
lease of PDGF must be carefully controlled so that it will not be
cleared from the biomaterial implant too quickly. We also chose
well-characterized, readily available adipose-derived stem cells
(ADSCs) as a practical and viable source of stem cells for tendon tis-
sue engineering. Since tenocytes or tendon-derived stem cells are
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limited to tissue regeneration of tendons, the use of ADSCs would
be a viable and practical approach for tendon/ligament repair and
regeneration. The key is to control the desirable differentiation of
ADSCs into the preferred tenocytes, rather than an osteoblast line-
age. We hypothesized that the biomaterial’s topography (e.g. align-
ment of collagen fibrils) and the incorporation of a growth factor,
such as PDGF, could act together to promote the proliferation
and preferred differentiation of ADSCs.

In the current study, we synthesized PDGF-containing nanopar-
ticles (NPs) and loaded them directly into aligned collagen fibers
by using an electrochemical process. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), compensated polarized optical microscopy and fluorescence
microscopy were used to confirm the loading of NPs inside aligned
collagen fibers and an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELI-
SA) was used to examine the release profile of PDGF. We examined
the ADSCs proliferation, tenogenic and osteogenic differentiation
on aligned collagen–NP fibers containing PDGF and no PDGF. We
also examined the topographic effect of aligned collagen–NP fibers
on cell differentiation and biomechanical strength, comparing
them to random collagen fibers which contain PDGF and no PDGF.
Specifically, we demonstrated that PDGF released from aligned col-
lagen–NP fiber significantly enhanced the cell proliferation, and
both the topographic cues from aligned collagen fibers and the sus-
tained PDGF release contributed to the preferred tenogenic differ-
entiation of ADSCs and scaffold stiffness while preventing the
undesirable osteogenic differentiation. This study indicated the
importance of topographical control and incorporation of a growth
factor in biomaterials for stem cell (e.g. ADSCs) proliferation and
differentiation. This study also demonstrated the promising use
of aligned PDGF-containing collagen–NP fibers with ADSCs for ten-
don regeneration.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Nanoparticle synthesis, characterization and PDGF release

Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)-monomethoxy-poly(ethylene gly-
col) (PLGA-m-PEG, with 5% PEG at 5000 Da, Boehringer Ingelheim,
Germany) NPs were fabricated using a standard water–oil-water
double emulsion technique as described previously [24]. Briefly,
200 mg of PLGA-m-PEG was dissolved in 4 ml of CH2Cl2 (Sigma–Al-
drich), and then 200 ll of PDGF (50 lg ml�1 reconstituted PDGF-
BB, Mw = 12.3 KDa, R&D Systems, MN) solution was emulsified in
the above oil phase. This water-in-oil emulsion was further emul-
sified in 40 ml of 1% sodium cholate. NPs formed after the solvent
was evaporated for 3 h. Washed NPs were collected by centrifuga-
tion at 20,000 rpm for 30 min and lyophilized into powder for
determination of drug loading. Using the same method, rhodamine
6G fluorescent dye (Mw = 479, Sigma) loaded NPs and empty
PLGA-m-PEG NPs (control) were also fabricated by substituting
the PDGF water phase with dye solution or pure water. The dye-
loaded NPs were used to visualize the NP incorporation inside
the collagen fiber by optical imaging and fluorescence imaging.
NPs were characterized for particle size using Brookhaven ZetaPlus
analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments, Holtsville, NY). A drop of
washed NPs was also deposited on Au coated substrates and im-
aged by an environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM,
Zeiss, EV050).

To determine the amount of PDGF drug loading, 10 mg of
washed, lyophilized NPs were digested in 1 ml of a-minimal essen-
tial medium, then 205 ll of 1 N NaOH was added to the above sus-
pension. The particles were dissolved by stirring for 60 min. Next,
205 ll of 1 N HCl was added to adjust the pH to the acidic condi-
tion, as acidic pH stabilizes PDGF for quantification. After centrifu-
gation at 10,000 rpm for 15 min, the PDGF concentration in the

supernatant was measured by human PDGF-BB ELISA assay (R&D
Systems, MN).

PDGF drug release from washed, lyophilized PLGA NPs was
evaluated by following a release procedure developed for PLGA-
PDGF microparticles developed by Wei et al. [25]. Sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) was added to prevent PDGF electrostatic attachment
to PLGA NPs, and bovine serum albumin (BSA) was added to reduce
the PDGF binding to the plastic tube. The drug release solution was
prepared by mixing 10 ml of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with
0.158 ml of 10% SDS and 1 ml of 1% BSA (final concentrations of the
release medium, 50 mM SDS, 0.1% BSA). NP suspension
(1 mg ml�1) was released at 37 �C in an orbital shaker (1 Hz). At
designated time points, the tube was centrifuged and the PDGF
in the supernatant was assayed. Fresh release medium was added
and this process continued for 42 days. Afterwards, the remaining
NP residue was also digested and assayed for remaining PDGF. The
cumulative release profile was obtained based on calculating the
amount of PDGF released over time.

2.2. Aligned collagen–NP fiber formation and microscopic analysis

To retain the NP nanosize, prevent the lost of activity of PDGF
from centrifugation and lyophilization and increase the overall
PDGF loading inside collagen, unwashed NP suspension containing
encapsulated PDGF and non-encapsulated free PDGF were equally
mixed with acidic collagen extracted from fetal bovine skin
(8.2 mg ml�1, Type I, Collagen Solutions LLC, San Jose, CA) and dia-
lyzed at 5 �C for 48 h (molecular weight cut-off, or MWCO of dial-
ysis tubing, 3500 Da, Spectrum Laboratories, CA). The dialyzed
collagen/NP mixture was used for synthesis of collagen–NP fibers.
The collagen–NP mixture (final concentration: collagen
4.2 mg ml�1 and NP 2.5 mg ml�1, total volume 300 ll) was loaded
inside the electrochemical cell to form an aligned NP–collagen fi-
ber. The procedure to form an aligned collagen–NP composite fiber
was described in our previous publication [19,24,26,27]. The DC
voltage between two electrodes was 3 V and the distance between
electrodes was 1.5 mm. The fiber formed and collected nearer the
cathode side after 1 h.

The alignment of collagen inside collagen–NP fibers was con-
firmed by using compensated polarized microscopy using a previ-
ously described procedure [19]. Briefly, fiber was placed on a
rotating stage of a compensated polarized optical microscope
(Olympus BX51, Melville, NY, USA) with the application of first
order wavelength gypsum plate. The sample was rotated to the
direction either parallel or perpendicular to the slow axis of the
gypsum plate and the interference color of aligned collagen–NP
fiber was observed. For a positive birefringent material such as col-
lagen, molecules which are aligned along the slow axis of this plate
appear blue while those molecules which are aligned perpendicu-
lar to the slow axis appear yellow [19].

To observe the morphology of aligned collagen fibril, fibers
were dehydrated via graded series of ethanols (70%, 80%, 95%,
100% and 100% ETOH) for a minimum of 20 min per step. Samples
were then viewed in an ESEM (Zeiss EV050).

2.3. PDGF drug loading and release from aligned collagen–NP fibers

Because collagenase (Type I, Worthington, Inc.) digestion af-
fected PDGF quantification by ELISA, the loading of PDGF inside
aligned collagen–NP fibers was determined using two different
methods:

(1) In the indirect method, the left-over liquid from each elec-
trochemical cell used for fiber formation was directly
assayed. Based on this, the loading of PDGF on each aligned
collagen–NP fiber was calculated.
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(2) In the direct method, the aligned collagen–NP fibers were
put in HCl solution (adjusted to pH 4) for 24 h to dissolve
the collagen fibers. The solution was centrifuged and the
supernatant was assayed for PDGF by ELISA.

For PDGF release from aligned collagen–NP fiber, non-cross-
linked fibers were immersed in 1 ml of 1� PBS at 37 �C for various
time points, the solution was centrifuged and the supernatant was
assayed for PDGF release by ELISA.

2.4. ADSC culture and proliferation on aligned collagen–NP fibers (24
and 48 h)

ADSCs derived from male Lewis rats between 8 and 9 weeks old
were provided frozen using an approved protocol. The character-
ization of these ADSCs as a stem cell source (differentiation into
adipogenic- and osteogenic-like precursors) has been previously
completed in the same lab [28,29]. Cells were thawed and placed
in T-25 culture flasks with MesenPRO RS� medium (2% serum)
and growth supplement, L-glutamine 200 mM and mycotics (all
Invitrogen). Cells were incubated (37 �C, humidified air, 5% CO2)
and passed twice into T-75 flasks with medium. For investigation
of cell proliferation and differentiation, serum-free medium was
used.

Aligned collagen–NP fibers were placed inside 6-well cell cul-
ture plates (N = 3 per well, total three wells and nine fibers per
group). In the control fiber group, NPs have no PDGF loaded. In
the experiment fiber group, NPs were loaded with PDGF. ADSCs
were seeded in each well at a density of 20,000 cells per well.
Plates were incubated at 37 �C at 5% CO2 in serum-free media for
either 24 or 48 h. At designated time points, ADSCs were removed
from the plate using 750 ll of 0.25% trypsin–EDTA for 5 min, fol-
lowed by the addition of 2 ml of medium. Samples were centri-
fuged at 4500 rpm for 5 min, the supernatant was removed and
the pellet was re-suspended in 500 ll of MesenPro� medium. After
light vortexing, 10 ll of cell suspension was added to 10 ll of
Trypan Blue and the mixture placed into a cell counting slide. A
Countess Automated Cell Counter (Invitrogen) displayed prolifer-
ating cell numbers.

2.5. Effect of aligned collagen–NP fibers on cell morphology and
proliferation (7 days’ culture)

A similar cell culture procedure as above was followed on
aligned collagen–NP fibers placed in 6-well culture plates (N = 3
per well, total three wells and nine fibers per group). Each plate
was seeded with �89,500 Passage 2 cells and returned to the incu-
bator. After 7 days of incubation, substrates (aligned collagen–NP
fibers with or without PDGF loading) were removed and stained
with four drops of NucBlue™ (Life Technologies) nucleus stain.
Substrates were placed on a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-S fluorescent
microscope and imaged with a 20� objective with NIS-Elements
BR (v3.00) software. A UV dicrotic mirror was used to observe cell
nuclei. Four observations were conducted per fiber (three fibers per
well, total nine fibers per group). The number of live cells in each
field of view (FOV) was recorded. The FOV for cell counting was
measured with slide grid. Exactly three grids spanned the FOV at
200� total magnification. Grid spacing was 0.33 mm, yielding a
FOV of 0.785 mm2. After live cell counts were complete, cells were
then fixed with glutaraldehyde, stained with DAPI (D3511, Lot
983827, Invitrogen) and Phalloidin Alexa Fluor 488 (A12379–
3000U, Lot 808465, Invitrogen) and viewed with a FITC filter.
Images were taken on an Olympus IX81 inverted fluorescence
microscope with a halogen light source and an Olympus DP72
camera.

2.6. Effect of collagen alignment and PDGF from either aligned
collagen–NP fibers or random collagen fibers on tenogenic
differentiation and osteogenic differentiation of ADSCs

Random collagen fibers were created by heat gelation at 37 �C
using dialyzed collagen solution supplemented with 10� PBS and
inserting it into a mold. After the fibers were dry, a small amount
of soluble PDGF with same overall nominal loading as aligned col-
lagen–NP fiber (50 ng per fiber) was loaded inside for the PDGF
group. Four groups of collagen fibers were examined by seeding
cells on various fibers using 6-well plates (three fibers per well,
total three wells and nine fibers per group and per time point):
random fiber; random fiber with PDGF; aligned collagen–NP fiber;
and aligned collagen–NP fiber with PDGF.

At each time point (3, 7 and 14 days) of culture, aligned colla-
gen–NP fibers as well as random collagen fibers were removed
from the culture plate. ADSCs were removed from the substrate
following laboratory protocol. The cell–trypsin solution was
analyzed for markers indicative of fibroblastic, tenocytic and osteo-
blastic differentiation, described briefly below.

Scleraxis, Tenomodulin (TNMN; tenocyte markers) and Tenas-
cin C were quantified using real time-PCR (rt-PCR). ADSCs cultured
in standard plastic plates for the same duration were used as
baseline control. Briefly, cells cultured on either aligned colla-
gen–NP fibers or random collagen fibers were treated with Trizol
(Invitrogen/GIBCOBRL 15596-018) and the total RNA for each
group was extracted. 20 ng of RNA from each group was put into
wells in triplicate in an Applied Biosystems (ABI) 96-well plate.
After adding 1.25 ll of primer-probe mixture (specific Assay-on-
Demand™ product corresponding to TNMN, Tenascin C and
Scleraxis), 0.625 ll of Multi-Scribe reverse transcriptase (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA), 12.5 ll of Master Mix containing
AmpliTaq Gold DNA polymerase (Applied Biosystems, Foster City,
CA) and DEPC-treated water were sequentially added to each well
to bring the total final volume to 25 ll. Each specific gene was de-
tected and quantified using ABI PRISM™ 7000. Standard curves for
each gene was constructed using known quantities of RNA and all
genes were compared to 18S rRNA (ABI cat # 4319413E) as a
normalizer.

2.6.1. Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and osteocalcin (OCN)
ADSCs were washed in lysis buffer contained in an ALP kit

(SynsoLyte™, Anaspec, San Jose, CA), then placed in lysis
buffer + Triton-X 100 and agitated at 4 �C for 10 min. The suspen-
sion was centrifuged at 2500 rpm and the supernatant was saved
for marker assays. ALP, a mineralization marker, was quantified.
Osteocalcin (OC; osteoblast marker) was assayed using ELISA spe-
cific for rat osteocalcin.

2.7. Biomechanical analysis of aligned collagen–NP fibers and random
collagen fibers after 21 days’ cell culture

After the 21-day cell culture, aligned collagen–NP composite fi-
bers and random collagen fibers were dehydrated and tested to
determine their tensile mechanical properties. Both ends of dried
bundles were fixed between thin PVC tabs using cyanoacrylate,
and the fibers were rehydrated in PBS. Prior to testing, rehydrated
specimen thickness was measured using a calibrated digital micro-
scope (VHX-100, Keyence Corp., Elmwood Park, NJ). Substantial
variation in width was observed along the length of each specimen.
In order to accurately determine initial specimen width, photo-
graphic images of the specimens were collected by digital micro-
scope (prior to testing) in order to allow initial specimen width
to be determined at the approximate point of specimen failure
following tensile testing. Specimens were mounted in a moving
magnet linear motor testing frame (ElectroForce 3330, Bose
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Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN) and loaded monotonically under
displacement control (10 mm min�1) to tensile failure. Crosshead
displacement was measured using the testing frame LVDT and load
was measured using a 5 lb (22.24N) load cell (Transducer Tech-
niques, Temecula, CA). A total of six random collagen fibers and se-
ven aligned collagen–NP fibers were successfully tested. After
testing, specimen width was determined from the calibrated pho-
tographs obtained prior to the testing at the approximate point of
failure. Initial specimen length was determined based on detection
of a non-zero tensile load. Specimen strain was determined by
dividing the displacement data by the initial specimen length,
and stress was determined by dividing the load data by the
cross-sectional area calculated as the product of specimen thick-
ness and width at the point of failure. The elastic region was iden-
tified within the stress–strain data by using a moving window
approach (minimum window size of 0.45 s = 45 data points) to de-
tect any reduction in the slope of the stress–strain data. The elastic
modulus for each specimen was determined as the slope of the
stress–strain data within the elastic region. Peak tensile stress
and strain at the point of peak tensile stress were also determined.

2.8. Statistical analysis

The results for cell proliferation in each well (N = 3 per group)
and cell viability on various aligned collagen–NP fibers (N = 9 per
group) were analyzed using the Mann–Whitney U test. For com-
parisons of three or more numeric data sets (gene expression data),
variances within the data was compared with a Bartlett’s test. If
the variances were not significant, a one-way ANOVA was per-
formed accompanied by Tukey’s post hoc test for group discrimi-
nation. If the variances were found to be significantly different, a
Kruskal–Wallis test was performed accompanied by Dunn’s post
hoc test for group discrimination. Statistical significance was set
at p < 0.05.

Non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were used to
evaluate the statistical significance of differences between elastic
modulus, peak stress and strain at peak stress for the collagen
and reinforced collagen fibers.

3. Results

3.1. PDGF drug loading and drug release from NPs

SEM image (Fig. 1A) showed that PLGA-m-PEG NPs tend to
aggregate together but each particle is �150 nm or less. The
freshly prepared NP suspension, based on laser light scattering,
showed a narrow particle size distribution with an effective
diameter of 149.6 nm (Fig. 1B). The typical PDGF loading was
determined to be 6.6 ng PDGF mg�1 of washed, dried PLGA-m-
PEG NPs. At 37 �C, the hydrolysis of PLGA NPs resulted in PDGF
release. There is a burst release within the first 24 h, followed
by a sustained release up to 42 days (Fig. 1C), with 30% remaining
at that time.

3.2. Aligned collagen–NP fiber formation

Collagen–NP fiber formation is shown in Fig. 2A–C. To visualize
the NP incorporation inside the aligned collagen fiber, rhodamine
dye-loaded NPs were prepared at the same conditions as PDGF-
loaded NPs. As shown in Fig. 2A, the collagen–NP mixture showed
uniform red color due to the loading of dye in NPs. After applying
the DC voltage for 1 h, the electrochemical process resulted in the
formation of a collagen–NP fiber, which appeared solid red close to
the cathode side (Fig. 2B and C). Based on the color change, it was
determined that the majority of NPs were incorporated inside the
collagen fiber by the electrochemical process.

The incorporation of NPs inside aligned collagen fibers were fur-
ther verified by fluorescence microscopy. Two different aligned
collagen fibers were placed next to each other. One collagen fiber
was loaded with dye-loaded NPs (red arrow); another one was
loaded with empty NPs (control, white arrow). Both fibers are
clearly seen using optical microscopy (Fig. 3A). However, only
the fiber containing dye-loaded NPs was visible using fluorescence
microscopy (red arrow, Fig. 3B). This clearly confirmed the pres-
ence of NPs inside aligned collagen fibers.

The blue and yellow interference color indicated that collagen
was aligned along the fiber direction (Fig. 3C and D). Due to NPs

Fig. 1. (A) SEM image of dried PDGF-loaded PLGA-m-PEG NPs. (B) Particle size analysis of freshly prepared and washed NPs. (C) Release of PDGF from NPs in PBS at 37 �C.
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incorporation, the collagen fiber lost some transparency, resulting
in reduction in intensity of interference color. Based on the non-
uniform interference color, we can deduce that NPs slightly affect
the alignment and thickness of collagen fiber. The alignment of col-
lagen fibrils was evident based on high resolution SEM imaging
(Fig. 4A and B).

3.3. PDGF loading and release from aligned collagen–NP fibers

Theoretically, there should be 50 ng PDGF loaded per fiber.
However, the electrochemical process did not result in 100% NP
and PDGF loading inside collagen. Using an indirect method that
measures the leftover PDGF in the electrochemical chamber, we
confirmed that PDGF loading per fiber was 37.5 ng per fiber (65%
PDGF loading efficiency). For each aligned collagen–NP fiber, 5 ng
of PDGF was loaded inside the NPs, while 32.6 ng of free PDGF
was outside the NPs.

PDGF release from aligned collagen–NP fibers was dependent
on two major factors: hydrolysis of PLGA NPs and diffusion of free
PDGF from the collagen fiber matrix. Within the first 24 h of incu-
bation, nearly 20.0% of the total PDGF contained within the fiber
was released. After 3 days of incubation, �50.0% of the total PDGF
is released from the fiber. After the 7-day incubation period, the to-
tal cumulative release of PDGF from the aligned collagen–NP fiber
was 53.26% (Fig. 4C).

3.4. ADSCs cell proliferation on aligned collagen–NP fibers (24 and
48 h)

At each time point (24 and 48 h), there was a significant differ-
ence (p < 0.05, Fig. 5A) in the number of proliferating cells in the
well which contained aligned collagen–NP fibers loaded with PDGF
than in the well with fibers that contained only empty NPs
(control).

3.5. ADSCs cell proliferation and morphology on aligned collagen–NP
fibers (7 days)

Direct cell imaging and counting from FOV on aligned collagen
fibers was done on a 7-day culture group. Again, there is a signifi-
cant increase in cell proliferation (at least twofold, p < 0.05) on
aligned collagen–NP fibers that contained PDGF than aligned colla-
gen–NP fibers control (Fig. 5B, N = 9 per group). The blue colors in
Fig. 5C and D showed the nucleus of the cells, while the green col-
ors corresponded to the cytoskeletons (mainly the actin filament)
of the cells. ADSCs on aligned collagen–NP (control) fibers
(Fig. 5C) and on aligned collagen–NP fibers which contained PDGF
(Fig. 5D) displayed elongated cell morphology in both nuclei and
cytoskeleton.

3.6. ADSCs differentiation (random collagen fiber vs. aligned collagen–
NP fibers)

Tenomodulin, a marker for tenogenic differentiation of MSCs,
was significantly higher on aligned collagen–NP fiber compared
to that on random collagen fiber at each time point. Moreover,
tenomodulin was also significantly higher on aligned collagen–
NP fibers that contained PDGF than on control collagen–NP fibers
(Fig. 6A). Scleraxis gene expression of ADSCs was the highest at
day 3 or day 7 on aligned collagen–NP fiber that contained PDGF
within the four groups studied (Fig. 6B). However, this effect disap-
peared on day 14. For each type of fiber (random or aligned) and at
each time point, the Scleraxis gene expression was slightly higher
on fibers containing PDGF than on control fibers (non-significant).
Tenacin C gene expression increased in all groups as times pro-
gressed (Fig. 6C). There is no significant difference between all four
groups at each time point for Tenacin C.

On the other hand, the ALP activity and OCN levels were mea-
sured at three different time points: 3, 7 and 16 days to examine
the undesirable osteogenic differentiation of ADSCs. Regardless of
collagen alignment, PDGF loading and time of incubation, ADSCs
did not show significant increase or decrease in ALP and OCN levels
(Fig. 7).

3.7. Biomechanical analysis of aligned collagen–NP fibers

Biomechanical testing indicates that after 21 days’ cell seeding,
PDGF-releasing aligned collagen–NP fibers have significantly
higher modulus (p < 0.05, Fig. 8A) and higher peak stress
(p < 0.05, significant, Fig. 8B) compared to random collagen fibers
which contain PDGF.

4. Discussion

This study has demonstrated that NPs can be loaded inside
aligned collagen fibers using an electrochemical process. The
loading of NPs (and PDGF) inside aligned collagen fibers provides
a novel approach for controlled release of a drug (i.e. PDGF) from
an aligned scaffold. Our method to load a growth factor directly
or using nanoparticles inside aligned collagen material is highly

Fig. 2. Fabrication of aligned collagen–NP fibers using electrochemical process. (A)
Collagen and dye-loaded NP mixture before the electrochemical process and (B)
aligned collagen–NP fiber formed close to the cathode after 1 h. (C) Schematic of
electrochemical alignment apparatus to form aligned collagen–NP fiber.
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innovative. It has a distinct difference from the method used by
Lynch et al., where they directly loaded PDGF inside a regular col-
lagen gel matrix by simple immersion [30]. Their immersion meth-
od resulted in the release of almost all PDGF in the first few hours,
while our collagen–NP fiber showed a sustained PDGF release pro-
file, with only 40% total loaded PDGF released within 48 h. Our
method is also distinctively different from two other studies by
Jin et al. [23] and Wei et al. [25], where they describe a method
to directly load PLGA microspheres into fibrous scaffolds for con-
trolled delivery of PDGF.

Thomopoulos et al. [21] has investigated the sustained delivery
of PDGF for tendon repair using a non-load-bearing fibrin/heparin
gel matrix delivery system. It was found that sustained delivery of
PDGF resulted in increased cell proliferation and matrix remodel-
ing in vivo. However, improvements in tensile properties were
not achieved in vivo, possibly due to suboptimal release kinetics
or other factors [31]. Our delivery method for PDGF is distinctly
different from his. First, we deliver it from an aligned collagen fiber
matrix. The topography (aligned fibril) and strength of our fiber
differ from their delivery system. The modulus and strength of

Fig. 3. Confirmation of NP incorporation and alignment of collagen within collagen–NP fibers using optical microscopy. (A) Optical image of two collagen–NP fibers, one
loaded with rhodamine dye (red arrow), another loaded with empty NPs (white arrow). (B) Fluorescence imaging confirmed that dye-loaded NPs were distributed inside
collagen. (C, D) Compensated polarized optical microscopy images of an aligned collagen fiber that was placed at two different directions perpendicular to each other. The
interference colors (blue and yellow) indicate the alignment of collagen.

Fig. 4. SEM image of aligned collagen–NP fibers and PDGF drug release profile. (A) Low magnification image without any digestion of collagen. (B) NPs and aligned collagen
fibrils are observed (double arrow indicates fiber direction). (C) PDGF release profile of aligned collagen–NP fiber.
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crosslinked aligned collagen fiber are close to half of those of ten-
don fibers [19]. Second, part of our PDGF was incorporated inside
the NPs. The release of PDGF in vivo will be dependent on at least

two factors: collagen degradation and remodeling, and NP hydroly-
sis. Further optimization of our delivery system might result in
sustained release of PDGF over an even longer time period. In fact,

Fig. 5. Cell proliferation and morphology on aligned collagen–NP fibers (control and PDGF). (A) Aligned collagen–NP fiber that contains PDGF enhanced the proliferation of
ADSCs by at least two fold compared to the control. (B) Cell number directly counted on aligned collagen–NP fiber (control vs. PDGF) after 7 days, culture. (C) Morphology of
ADSCs and proliferating on aligned collagen–NP fiber (control). (D) ADSCs on aligned collagen–NP fiber which release PDGF.

Fig. 6. Assessment of tenogenic differentiation of ADSCs cultured on four different types of fibers using gene expression: (A) Tenomodulin, (B) Scleraxis and (C) Tenascin C.
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our study is the first one to investigate the cellular effects of both
topography and a growth factor from aligned collagen fibers pre-
pared using an electrochemical process.

The PDGF loading inside PLGA-m-PEG NPs was dependent on
various parameters: PLGA-m-PEG weight, PDGF solution volume
and concentration, sodium cholate volume and concentration,
and evaporation condition (e.g. room temperature vs. 5 �C).
Increasing the mass of PLGA-m-PEG in the formulation will in-
crease the loading by introducing more polymer to encapsulate
PDGF. However, by doing this, it may increase the size of the
particles. Literature has reported that much higher PDGF loading

inside polymer microparticles can be achieved using high concen-
trations of PDGF and higher mass of polymers [23]. Sodium cho-
late, a surfactant, plays a key role in emulsifying and stabilizing
the NPs during formation. Thus, a change of sodium cholate vol-
ume and concentration will affect the PDGF loading inside NPs.
Lastly, it was found that controlling the evaporation temperature
during NP formation can drastically affect the PDGF loading of
the NPs. The loading of PDGF inside the NPs increases if kept at
5 �C while evaporating dichloromethane out of the solution.

The mechanism of NP incorporation inside aligned collagen
fibers is mainly attributed to the movement of collagen due to

Fig. 7. Assessment of osteogenic differentiation of ADSCs cultured on four different types of fibers: (A) ALP level and (B) OCN level.

Fig. 8. Assessment of mechanical properties of aligned collagen–NP fibers and random collagen fibers (both contained PDGF) after 21 days’ cell culture: (A) modulus and (B)
peak stress.
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isoelectric focusing, as discussed previously in detail [19]. Briefly,
the electrolysis of water created a pH gradient (pH value of 4 in
the anode side and pH value of 11 in the cathode side). Under
the pH gradient, amphiphilic collagen molecules become positively
charged in the anode side and move towards an isoelectric line
(collagen will have no charge at pH of �9). Collagen molecules in
the cathode side become negatively charged and move toward
the isoelectric line as well. Thus, all collagen molecules are congre-
gated and assembled in the isoelectric line, forming a highly
aligned collagen fiber. The length of each collagen molecule is
�300 nm in length and 1.5 nm in diameter. The entanglement of
a large amount of collagen molecules during movement might re-
sult in the size of collagen’s structure being much larger than the
size of PLGA NPs we used (150 nm). We have observed earlier that
even microbubbles trapped inside collagen can be moved along
with collagen to be trapped inside the fiber. The isoelectric focus-
ing also causes the microbubble to change from round shape to
oval shape. It appeared that NPs (empty NPs, dye-loaded NPs,
PDGF-loaded NPs) and/or free PDGF molecules can be assembled
along with collagen in a similar manner as microbubbles.

Based on observation using fluorescent and optical microscopy
using dye-loaded NPs and drug release of collagen–NP fibers, we
concluded that the majority of NPs (more than 60%) of PLGA NPs
in the collagen–NP mixture was assembled inside the aligned col-
lagen–NP fiber. Thus, this process can efficiently load NPs inside
collagen fibers. A SEM image (Fig. 4) and compensated polarized
optical image (Fig. 3C and D) also show that NPs might not be
evenly distributed across the transverse direction of the fiber, with
more NPs on one side compared to the other. We suspect that the
charge of NPs (Z-potential) might be a contributing factor but the
investigation of the assembly mechanism was not the focus of this
work.

The ADSCs cell study further demonstrated the advantage of our
growth factor delivery strategy. The effect of released PDGF from
aligned collagen–NP fibers on ADSCs can be observed at 24 h,
48 h and up to 14 days (Figs. 5–7). Fig. 5A and B demonstrates that
released PDGF from aligned collagen–NP fibers promotes the pro-
liferation of ADSCs. Compared to the method of PDGF release from
a collagen gel matrix (released within 24 h) [30], our controlled re-
lease method resulted in a longer, sustained effect on cells. This is
highly desirable because tendons/ligaments tend to need a longer
time to healing due to the lack of vascularity and cellularity.

TNMN and scleraxis are both candidate marker genes for teno-
cytes (i.e. tenogenic differentiation) [32]. Kishore et al. have previ-
ously demonstrated that purely aligned collagen fibers which have
been fabricated using the same process, without any growth fac-
tors, can promote the tenogenic differentiation [20]. They demon-
strated that TNMN was significantly elevated on aligned collagen
fibers compared to random collagen fibers. On the other hand,
scleraxis was only significantly elevated at 3 days, but not at 7
and 14 days. Our results are consistent with their findings for fibers
without PDGFs. TNMN gene expression was much higher on
aligned collagen fibers compared to random collagen fibers at all
three time points (p < 0.05). The loading of PDGF inside aligned col-
lagen–NP fibers also resulted in the highest TNMN expression of
ADSCs. Our results demonstrated that both biomaterial alignment
and growth factor release have pronounced effect of TNMN. It
should be pointed out the effect of PDGF on the TNMN gene was
not due to cell proliferation which results in a larger amount of nu-
clei material, since the same amount of total RNA was used for
each group and normalized.

On the other hand, scleraxis expression was highest in the col-
lagen–PDGF fiber group at both 3 and 7 days, but not 14 days. This
might be due to the potential negative feedback loop between
tenomodulin and scleraxis genes in the late stage (i.e. the increase
of one eventually leads to decrease of the other), as reported very

recently by Qi et al. [33]. Another marker, Tenascin C, was un-
changed among all four groups at all three time points. Tenascin
C is an ECM gene that was found abundantly in developing tendons
and it binds to fibronectin. Tenascin C is a tendon related gene, but
not a specific marker of tenogenic differentiation. Nevertheless, it
appeared that both aligned collagen–NP fibers (without and with
PDGF) enhanced that tenogenic differentiation of ADSCs. The re-
lease of PDGF further significantly enhanced the tenogenic
differentiation.

One of the major limitations of using stem cells for tendon/lig-
ament repair is the possible differentiation of stem cells into oste-
oblasts. This will result in ossified bone formation onto the implant
material. It is reported that the MSCs treatment may induce ectopic
bone formation in 28% of the tendon/ligament repairs [34]. The
biomaterial matrix will play an important role in prevention of
osteogenic differentiation. ALP level and OC level were not signifi-
cantly elevated on our aligned collagen–NP fibers during our inves-
tigation period (3, 7 and 14 days, Fig. 7). This indicated that aligned
collagen–NP fibers (PDGF and control) did not cause the osteogenic
differentiation of ADSCs.

There are several limitations in the current study. First, the
loading of PDGF inside PLGA-m-PEG NPs is low (6.6 ng PDGF/mg
NP). To increase PDGF loading inside aligned collagen fiber, we
loaded both PDGF-containing NPs and free PDGF inside collagen.
This resulted in a complex PDGF release mechanism. Further study
on fiber prepared using free PDGF or pure PDGF-containing NPs are
needed. Second, all collagen fibers used in this study were not
crosslinked. Crosslinking will improve the mechanical properties
of the fiber, but it might crosslink the PDGF as well. We have
observed that crosslinking of aligned collagen–NP fiber using 1-
ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) decreased
the amount of PDGF available. The crosslinking issue might be
resolved by braiding nine crosslinked collagen fibers along with
one non-crosslinked collagen fiber. Thus, a sufficient amount of
PDGF can be delivered from one non-crosslinked collagen fiber,
while the mechanical property will remain largely non-compro-
mised using nine crosslinked fibers. A total of ten aligned colla-
gen–NP fibers were braided and bundled by a silk suture to
create one 3-D aligned collagen scaffold (Fig. 9) that should be able
to fit a 5 mm Achilles tendon gap defect in rat. Third, our aligned
collagen fiber needs further investigation before being implanted
in vivo. In particular, the braided scaffold in Fig. 9 will be tested
for maximum load and strength at wet conditions or tested under
dynamic physiological conditions using high replica numbers (e.g.
N = 9, 1 Hz, wet, 37 �C). A rat Achilles tendon can sustain a
maximum force of 32 N. Depending on the outcome of mechanical
evaluation, the aligned collagen fiber scaffold can either be used as

Fig. 9. Image of a braided aligned collagen–NP fiber scaffold 20�.
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an augmentation graft (non-load-bearing) or used directly as a
load-bearing graft (repairing tendon defect).

Despite the above limitations, our study demonstrated that
both topography and PDGF from aligned collagen fibers resulted
in favorable tenogenic differentiation. PDGF released from aligned
collagen fibers also enhanced the cellular proliferation as well.
Since PDGF is also proangiogenic, our study might result in an
effective tendon healing strategy using aligned collagen–NP fiber
scaffolds, overcoming the slow healing of an injured tendon due
to low cellularity and lack of vascularization. Our next objective
is to further improve the scaffold and implant aligned collagen–
NP fibers (with and without PDGF and/or ADSCs) into a rat model
for tendon repair and regeneration. Thus, the role of the biomate-
rial (aligned collagen fibers), growth factor (PDGF) and cells
(ADSCs) can be fully investigated for tissue engineering and regen-
eration of tendons.

5. Conclusion

In summary, we have shown a novel strategy to directly load
PDGF-containing PLGA-m-PEG NPs into aligned collagen fiber bio-
materials using an electrochemical process. The loading of NPs and
PDGF inside aligned collagen fibers resulted in sustained release of
PDGF over a much longer time, compared with conventional
methods by simple immersion inside a collagen matrix. Controlled
release of PDGF from biocompatible PDGF-containing collagen–NP
fibers enhanced the proliferation of ADSCs. Moreover, it also
further promoted the tenogenic differentiation of ADSCs from
two different cues: topographic cues from the aligned collagen fi-
brils and released PDGF from the fibers. The undesirable osteogenic
differentiation of ADSCs on aligned collagen–NP fiber was not ob-
served. Thus, these novel aligned collagen–NP fiber biomaterial
(with or without PDGF and/or ADSCs) are promising for tendon/lig-
ament repair and regeneration.
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Appendix A. Figures with essential colour discrimination

Certain figures in this article, particularly Figs. 1–5, 9 are diffi-
cult to interpret in black and white. The full colour images can
be found in the on-line version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
j.actbio.2013.11.017.
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